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⭠⳦ࡢ⮬ᕫⓦ㧼ࡓ࠸⏝ Gaussia luciferase ࢢࣥࢽ࣮ࣜࢡࢫࡢ
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Ⓨග㓝⣲࡛࠸࡚ࡉ⏝ỗ࡚ࡋ࣮࣮ࡢࢢࣥࢪ࣮࣓ࣂࠊࡣࢮ࣮ࣛࣇࢩࣝ

ࡢ᮶⏤ࢩ≀⏕ᾏὒ࠸࡚ࡉ┠㏆ᖺὀࠊࡣᮏ༤ኈㄽᩥ࡛ࠋ࠶ Gaussia Luciferase 
(GLuc)ᨵኚࡢࡓࡍ᪂つ᥈⣴ἲ㛤Ⓨࠊࡋ㉥Ⰽ೫⛣ࡢ GLuc ኚ␗య」ᩘྠᐃࡓࡋ◊

 ࠋࡓࡋሗ࿌✲
GLucࠋࡓࡋ♧⩏ពࡢ✲◊ࠊ㏙࡚࠸ࡘ␎ᴫࡢ✲◊ᮏࠊࡣ࡛❶୍➨ ࡣ

coelenterazine luciferase ࡀ୰࡛ศᏊ㔞ࡢࢮ࣮ࣛࣇࢩࣝ࠸࡚ࡉᅾྠᐃ⌧ࠊ࡛✀୍ࡢ

┠㏆ᖺὀࡀᐇ⏝ᛶࡢࡑ࡚ࡋⓑ㉁⺮࣮ࢱ࣮ࣞࠊࡓ࠸ᙉ᭱ࡣⓎගᙉᗘࠊࡀ࠸ࡉᑠ᭱

GLucࠊࡋࡋࠋ࠸࡚ࡉ ࡣἼ㛗᭱ࡢⓎගࡢ 480nm ࣓ࣂయෆ⏕ࠊࡓ࠶࡛

⤌య⏕ࠊࡓࡢࡑࠋ࠸ࡍࡉ྾⧊⤌య⏕ࡣⓎගἼ㛗ࡢࡑࠊሙྜࡓࡋ⏝ᛂࢢࣥࢪ࣮

ࠊࡋࡋࠋ࠸࡚࠼⪄ࡔ㔜せࡀ㛤Ⓨࡢ㉥ⰍⓎගኚ␗య࠸㞴ࡉ྾ࡀⓎගἼ㛗⧊

GLuc ࡚⾜༑ศࡣ✲◊ࡍ㛵ኚ␗య㛤Ⓨࡢࡑࠊࡓ࠶ᮍゎ࡛ࡔࡣᵓ㐀ࡢ

ࡅ࠾⳦⭠ࠊࡣ࡛✲◊ᮏࠊࡓࡢࡑࠋ࠸࡞࠸ GLuc 㸧ࢢࣥࢽ࣮ࣜࢡࢫ᥈⣴㸦ࡢኚ␗యࡢ

⭠⳦⁐⳦⺮ⓑ㉁ࠊࡓࡏࡉୖྥ⋠ຠࡢ᥈⣴ࠊࡓࠋࡓࡗ⾜ VanX GLucࠊࡋ⏝
 ࠋ࠶࡛ࡘ୍ࡢⓗ┠ࡢ✲◊ᮏ㛤Ⓨࡢ᥈⣴ἲ࡞౽⡆ࡍ⏝㐺

➨❶࡛ࠊࡣGLuc GLucࠊࡓ⧳✲◊⾜ඛ࡞ᚲせ࡚࠸ࡘኚ␗య᥈⣴ࡢ άᛶ㒊ࡢ

ண ࡎࠋࡓࡋ GLuc ࡍ㛵␚ᢡࡢኳ↛≧ែࡧᵓ⠏ཬࡢ⭠⳦Ⓨ⌧⣔ࡍ㛵

ࡓࡉඛ⾜◊✲࡛ゎࠊᚋࡢࡑࠋࡓࡌㄽ࡚࠸ࡘ✲◊ GLuc ศᏊ㛵ࡍሗ㸸GLuc ศ

ᏊࡣⓎගάᛶᣢࡘ 2 Ⓨගࡧཬࠊࡇᡂ(168-98 ,97-27)࣓ࣥࢻ࡞ⓗྠ┦ࡢࡘ

㛵ಀࡍ㒊࡛ࣀ࠺࠶㓟ࡀᨵኚࡓࡉ 4 ✀㢮ࡢ GLuc ኚ␗యࠊ⧳✲◊ࡢඛ⾜◊

࣓ࣥࢻࡣኚ␗㒊ࡢ✲ 1 ࣓ࣥࢻࡓ᪂࡛ࡇࡑࠋࡓࡗศࡀࡇ࠶࡛ 2 ࡞ྠ┦ࡢ

㒊ྠᵝࡢኚ␗ᑟධ࡛ࡇࡍ᭦࡞㉥ⰍⓎගኚ␗యࡀฟ࡛ࡑࠋࡓ࠼⪄࠸࡞ࡁ

GLucࠊ࠸⏝ᛶ᳨⣴ྠ┦ࡢ㓄ิࠊᚋࡢ ࡎࠋࡓࡋ ணάᛶ㒊ࡢ BLAST ࡚࠸⏝ GLuc
ࡘᣢ㓄ิ㢮ఝᛶ࠸㧗 12 ಶࢮ࣮ࣛࣇࢩࣝࡢ㑅ฟࡢࡑࠋࡓࡋᚋࠊCLUSTAL W ⏝

ࡑ࡚࠸ 12 ✀㢮ࣝࢮ࣮ࣛࣇࢩ GLuc 㛫࡛ಖᏑᗘࡀ㧗࠸㡿ᇦ᥈ࡢࡑࠋࡓࡋ⤖ᯝࠊ

࣓ࣥࢻ 1 ࡢ 52̽77 㓄ิ࣓ࣥࢻ 2 ࡢ 123̽148 㓄ิࡢ 2 ㄆࡀ㡿ᇦ࠸㧗ࡀಖᏑᗘࡢࡘ

㆑ࡢ࣓ࣥࢻྛࠊࡉάᛶ㡿ᇦࡢࡑࠊࡓࠋࡓ࠼⪄୧㡿ᇦ㛫࡛㧗࠸㓄ิ㢮ఝᛶࠊࡉ♧ࡀ

ྛ㡿ᇦෆ࠶ 4 ࣓ࣥࢻ୧άᛶࠊࡓࡢࡑࠋࡓぢࡀ㢮ఝᛶ⨨㓄ࡢࣥࢸࢫࢩࡢࡘ



ෆࡢάᛶ㒊ࡢ㓄ิ㢮ఝ࠸࡚ࡋ᥎ 2011ࠊࡓࠋࡓࡉ ᖺ༤ኈ㛤Ⓨ

㉥ⰍⓎගኚ␗యࡓࡉ MONSTA ࡢ 4 ࣨᡤࡢኚ␗㒊୰ࡢ F72  I73(࣓ࣥࢻ 1㸧ᑐᛂ

࣓ࣥࢻ࠸࡚ࡋ 2 ࡚ࡋ㒊ࡢ W143  L144 ಖᏑ㡿ᇦࡀ 123̽148 㓄ิෆᏑᅾࠊࡋ

࣓ࣥࢻࡀࡇ 2  ࠋࡓࡋᶆⓗ㒊ࡢ᥈⣴ἲࡢ❶ḟࠊࡋ ணάᛶ㒊ࡢ
㉥ⰍⓎගኚ␗యࡣ࡛❶ᮏࠊࡓ MONSTA ࡢ 4 ࣨᡤࡢኚ␗ F72W, I73L, H78E,Y80W

ኚ␗యࡘᣢ㔝⏕Ⓨග≉ᛶࡓࡋᵓ⠏ᮏ◊✲ᐊ GLuc-TG ࠊࡋᑟධ

GLuc-MONSTA ࡢⓎ⌧⢭〇ᚋࠋࡓࡋᵓ⠏ GLuc-MONSTA ࡣ 8nm ㉥Ⰽ೫⛣ࡓࡋἼ㛗

 GLuc-MONSTAࠋࡓࡋ♧ GLuc  ࠋࡓࡋ㗪ᆺࡢ᥈⣴ࡢ
ࡓࡉ㛤Ⓨ࡚ࡗ✲◊⾜ඛࠊࡣ࡛❶୕➨ VanX GLucࠊࡋ㐺᭱ඹⓎ⌧⁐⳦⣔ࡢ

᥈ࡢࡑࠋࡓࡋ㛤Ⓨ᥈⣴ἲ⳦⁐ࡓࡋ㐺᥈⣴ࡢ㓝⣲ࡍᚲせᇶ㉁ࡢእ㒊࠺ࡢ

⣴ἲࡣ VanX  GLuc VanXࠊࡏࡉ⌧ඹⓎ ࡓࡋ₃ฟస⏝࡛ᇵᆅ⳦⁐ GLuc Ⓨࡢ

ගάᛶᇵᆅ୰࡛ ᐃࡍ᪉ἲ࡛ࠋ࠶ඹⓎ⌧⁐⳦ἲ࡛ ᐃࡓࡋ GLuc (GLuc-TG ཬࡧ 
GLuc-MONSTA)ࣝࢺࢡࢫࡢ㏻ᖖࡢⓎ⌧࣭⢭〇ᚋ ᐃࡀࡢࡓࡋ㔜ࡀࡇ࡞☜ㄆ

19ࠊࡓࠋࡓࡋド⢭ᗘࡢᯝ⤖ࡓࡋᇵᆅ୰࡛ ᐃᚋ⳦⁐ࠊࡉ ಶࡢಶ࣮ࢽࣟࢥࡢࠎ

ࡓࡋᅇᇵᆅࡓࡏࡉ⌧ඹⓎ࡚ࡋ✀ GLuc ᭱ࡀⓎගἼ㛗ࡢ 1.5nm ࡓࡓࡗ࠶ࡀᕪࡢ

ⓎගἼ㛗ࡣ㇟ᐃᑐ ࡢኚ␗యࡓ᥈⣴࡛ᚓࡢᚋࠊ࠼⪄ᐃ⢭ᗘ ࡢ⣔ࡢࡇࡇࠊ

ࡀ 1.5nm ௨ୖ೫⛣ࡓࡋኚ␗యࠋࡓࡋࡇࡍ 
࣓ࣥࢻࡓࡋ ❶࡛ண➨ࠊࡋ⏝ඹⓎ⌧⁐⳦ἲࡓࡋ㐺᭱ࠊᚋࡢࡑ 2 άᛶ࠶

ࢺࢧ W143  L144ࠊཬࡧ࣓ࣥࢻࡢ 1 ෆࡢάᛶ㒊㓄ิ㢮ఝᛶ࣓ࣥࢻ࠶ࡀ 2
ࢺࢧࡢ F113ࠊI114ࠊA149ࠊF151ࠊ 6 ⤖ࠋࡓࡗ⾜ࢢࣥࢽ࣮ࣜࢡࢫࢲࣥࣛࡢᡤ

ᯝ3ࠊnm ㉥Ⰽ೫⛣ࡓࡋኚ␗య W143V  L144A ⓎගἼࡋ⢭〇୧ኚ␗యࠋࡓࡉᐃྠࡀ

㛗 ᐃࡓࡋᚋྠᵝࡢ೫⛣ࠊࡓࠋࡓࡋ♧ኚ␗య L144A ࡣ GLuc-MONSTA 㧗

 ࠋࡓࡋ♧Ᏻᐃᛶ⇕࠸
➨ᅄ❶ࠕ⤖ㄽ࡛ࠖࠊࡣᚓࡓᡂᯝせ⣙ࠊࡋᮏ◊✲ࡢ⥲ᣓࠋࡓࡗ⾜ 
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ABSTRACT 

 

This thesis is composed of four chapters. Chapter 1 is a summary of current 

research on Gaussia luciferase (GLuc) and bacterial lysis. It ends by giving the aim 

and significance of this research: Establish a convenient protein screening protocol 

using VanX mediated mild bacterial lysis, and apply this protocol to improve 

GLuc´s bioluminescence characteristics.  

In chapter 2, I review all literature focusing on GLuc domain analysis and 

mutagenesis redesign. I also review the bacterial production of natively folded 

GLuc with special emphasis on its disulfide bond formation. After that, I discuss 

and predict the domain structure and location of the catalytic region based on 

literature and on bioinformatics analysis. The mutation sites of W143 and L144 

were selected out of potential active sites in the second catalytic domain. In this 

same chapter, I bacterially expressed and characterized the bioluminescence 

activity of reported GLuc variants GLuc-MONSTA and demonstrated 

GLuc-MONSTA exhibits an 8nm red-shift luminescence spectrum compared with 

that of GLuc-TG (wild type wavelength) under strictly controlled in vitro conditions.  

In chapter 3, I report a novel bacterial screening protocol based on a prior 

study which established a co-expression autolysis system. In this protocol, the 

target protein GLuc was co-expressed with VanX, an enzyme which mediates 

Escherichia coil (E.coli)´s autolysis, resulting in GLuc being released into the 



culture medium. The luminescence of GLuc was conveniently measured from 

crude medium without any cell breakage. I proved this protocol was able to detect 

luminescence wavelength shifts as small as 1.5nm. The performance and 

versatility of this protocol was demonstrated by applying it to a semi-rational 

search for GLuc variants with red-shifted bioluminescence. Six */XF·V�VLWes, F113, 

I114, W143, L144, A149 and F151, were randomly mutated, and for each site, 50 

colonies were cultivated in 3mL samples, from which bioluminescence was 

measured without purification. I identified a GLuc single mutation variant L144A 

that further red-shifted than the GLuc-MONSTA variant. Furthermore, the 

bioluminescence and biophysical characterizations of HPLC purified variants 

indicated that L144A·V thermal stability was higher than that of any of the other 

GLuc variants, making it suitable for high temperature bio-imaging applications. 

In chapter 4, all results are briefly summarized.  

 

 
 


